A review of the clinical significance of tissue hypoxia measurements in lower extremity wound management.
The aim of this paper is to review techniques that are currently available to measure tissue hypoxia in order to benefit the management of wounds. Direct measurement of tissue partial oxygen pressure (PO(2)) is invasive and therefore unappealing in clinical practice. Several techniques (PET scans, MRI derived techniques) are primarily applicable to research rather than clinical applications. Imaging techniques (duplex ultrasonography, arteriography, MRI techniques) are recommended only as part of the workup for revascularisation. Techniques that assess local perfusion include clearance methods, transcutaneous O(2) and CO( 2) pressure measurement, and laser Doppler flowmetry and imaging. These techniques permit interpretation of altered perfusion states. Each technique offers subtly different information concerning microvascular function. All these techniques require strict protocols to derive reliable data. The potential of the promising near infrared reflectance spectroscopy (NIRS) technique is yet to be determined.